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This chapter offers some generalizations regarding the place of autobiography and Bi/d1mgsromdn in African literature. Although there appears to
be a radi.:al opposition berween the "factual" autohiogmph)' and the "fictive"
Bildungsroman, there are considernble correspondences and convergence,,
at least in the African context, berween the two in terms of comexr, content,
and form. An autobiography refers to an account, typically in the first person,
retrospectively documenong the life of a real person who serves as both
narrator and prmagonist. The rerm Bildimgsroman refers to a so-caUed
·• novel of formation," that 1s, a fictional account tracing, usually in the third
person, the spiritual, moral, psychological, or social growth of a fictional
protagonist, rypica!ly from childhood to marurity. for all their normative
insistence on literal truthfulness, autobiographies are carefully constructed
esthetic object5. As Philippe Lejeune succinctly observes, ;'rhe paradox of
the literary autobiography, its essential double game, is to pretend to be at
the same tiine :i truthful &,course and a W~)rk of art."' Under the goise of
merely reproducing the Stof)' of a real-life character, the genre relies on a
complex (and not always ,elf-consciou,) interplay among remembenng, forgming, revising, inventing, selecting, and arranging events. At the same time,
even though the Bi/dmigsroman - lih any other work of art - normatively
eschi:ws literal truth claiins, it nevenlu:less make,, under rhe guise of fiction,
large truth claiins about specific historical, political, and culmral contexts.
The rwo genres under examination seem invariablv to enact, as pan: of
their overall csthcric, broadly similar processe~ of remporal reversal by which
the future come~, paradoxically, ro be anterior to the past. Both genre~ seem,
ar ~ome level, to begin at the end. Ja<:ques Lacan provides an instructive
explanation of counterintuitive temporality embodied in the notion of furure
anterior: "What is realised in my history is not the past definite of whar was,
since iris no more, or even the present perfect of whar has been in what I am,
but the future anterior oi what rshall have been for wba r lam in the pro.:ess of
becoming."~ Norwithstanding any number of plot rwists and turns, the

Bildungsroman invariably seems to require, in the encl, the protagonist's
formacion (or Bildung). The fact of eventual, if not inevitable, Btldung
becomes anterior to, if not dererminarive of, the innumerable twists and
turn5 that constitute the rest of the narrative.
Since an autobiography cypically records the author·s growth or formation,
it may b<: said to represent a kind of Bildungsroman. Autobiographies are life
memories that proceed backwards in time (typically from triumphant presents to unlikely pasts) even though the stories they tell may seem to unfold, in
linear sequence, from the past to present. According to Chrisropher L. Miller,
the structure of the alltobiogmphy typically involves a "straightforward
progression from childhood to adulthood, an unproblemacic progressiun in
whi.:h the distance berween the narrator and the character of his childhood
self diminishes, if incompletely." But the appearance of straighcforward
progression 1s misleading because the narrative of an autobiography is necessarily retrospective. "The mature n!lrrator," Miller continues, "writing from
the assurance of adulthood, describes his past as a path out of ignorance and
into knowledge.'' 1
Autobiographies and Bildungsromane participate in the same conversations regarding the fundamental nature of African societies in the wake of tht>
encounter with colonialism. One measure of the correspondence berween the
rwo genres is the fact that at least three of my examples seem, perhaps selfconsciously. to blur category distin..:tions. J. M. Coetzee's Boyhood recalls the
early life of a pre-i:minent wrirer, but the ostensible autobiography takes the
form of a chird-person novel of formation. Conversely, Tsitsi Dangarembga's
Nenrous Conditions is a feminist Bildungsroman set in colonial Rhodesia, but
the putatively fictional account of a girl's formation take~ the form of a firstperson autobiography. Moreover, a measure of category confusion remains
evident with regard to the classification of Camara Laye's important but
controversial classic, Tbe African Child - a te:,,.-r documenting the formation
of a young protagonist in colonial Africa. Some critics regard the work as a
paradigmatic text in Afnca n autobiography. 4 Other critics regard the tcx:t as
a work of fo;tion, a paradigmatic novel of postcolorrial African formation.
With the notable exception of Tiu? Interesting Narratil,e of the Life of
0/audali Eq11iano, all the texts I discuss were published during the second
half of the rwentieth cenrury. These texts playtd important roles in the
development of African literature as the continent struggled for independence
from European colonial powers and then against the cri~1s constiruted by
colonialism's opprt$Sive legacies in postcolonial nation states, characrerized
by fundamental contradictions, inequalities, and dependencies brought about
by colonial rule. Literarure has betn at the forefront of documenting and
attempting to transcend the crisis of coloniali-~m in Africa, so much so that as
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Fredric Jameson su~ests, hyperbolically perhaps, all these texts are" national
allegories," m which "the story of the private individual destiny is always an
allegory of rhc embactled situation of the public third-world culrure and
society." 5 Both autobiographies and Bildimgsrom,we have provided important avenues for African writers to explore new ways of being in the colonial
and postcolonial worlds . .By telling srnrirs of individual passages from childhood into adulthood, the aumors critique the past and pre.st:nt anJ offer
alternative futures.
First published in I 789, Equiano tells the remarkable swry of a selfidentified African who w:.s allegedly captured as a ch.ild and sold to slavery
in the New World. This revolutionary text represented the fu-st instance in
which a former slave wrote about his servirudc, suffering, and evenrual freedom. Equiano protests against slavery and see.ks to give voice to voiceless
millions. Published m 1953, Laye's The African Child is set approxunately
twenty years earlier in Kouroussa i □ French Guinea. It tells the story of the.
narrator-protagonist's tra.nsicion from an ostensibly stable traditional existence to the apparently uncertain world of colonial modernity. His father
is a gifted goldsmith, a respecred traditional authority blessed with supernatural powers, most notably the gift of prescience. Early in the narrative (or
should we perhaps more accurately say !ate in the narrative?}, the narratorprotagonist recalls his emergence as his facher's heir apparent. Afrer disclosing unportant secrets pertaining to the ""guiding spirit of the race," the fa rher
informs the yow1g son (or so the son, now a grown man, belatedly remembers): "I have told you all these things, lictle one, because you are my son, the
eldest of my ~ons, and because 1 bave norhi11g to hide from you."~ Even
th0ugh the father is quick to proclaim his eldest his rightful heir. he e}._---presses
considerable doubt. The father worries that his son spends too much time
atten<ling the French school system; in fact, the father is said to have predicted
his eldest son's gradual abandonment of uadition for mo<lemiry. lly the end
of the narracive (its conceptual beginnings), the father's fears prove prorhetic.
The narrator-protagonist leaves Kouroussa for further studies in France.
Although he has undergone the ritual of initiation, his knowledge of the
traditional world remains inadequate and incomplete.
In Ake, a 198 1 autobiography, Wole Soyinka, one of the founding figures
of modern African literature, returns to scenes of his childhood in late
colonial Nigeria. He traces not simply h.is personal autobiography but also
the emergence of anti-colonial nationalism led by aggrieved and overtaxed
market women {including the author's mother). In Wee:p Not, Child (a 1964
novel), Ngugi wa Thioug'o, another of the fouuding figure~ of modern
African literature, examines the volarile politics of late colonial Kenya. The
novel tells the story of a family torn apart, on the one hand, by a militant
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anti-.:olonial nationalism (!e:iding one of its members to join a violent revolt)
and, on the other, by the an:ractions of Western education (simultaneously
le:1ding another family member to attend an elite colonial high school).
I e:,;amine several South African writers confronting che horrors of apart·
heid. Three autobiographies by black South Africans - Bloke Modisane's
Blame Mer.in History, E'skia Mphahlele's Down Secorid Avenue, and Mark
Matha bane's I 9 8 6 auto biography, Kaffir Boy - are representative of a larger
body of texts wrirten between rhe 1~6os and r99os. The texts exposed
che desperanon and violence black people r:xptrienced under apartheid.
Th.ey denounced the systematic disl"nfranchisemem of the black majority
by a white minority, as weU as the injustices of the Group Areas Act (under
which Joctrine of racial separatism blacks were largely confined to over"
crowded and deprived rural "homelands"), "Pa.ss Laws" (which strictly regulated the mflux of cheap black labor into white cities), "Bantu Education"
policies (which, under the guise of acknowledging racial difference, con·
signed blacb to an inferior education and menial careers) and the amimiscegenation laws (which prohibited interracial romantic relationships).
Modisanr: and Mphah!cle were originally based in the black township of
Sophiatown, which was home to a community of like-minded writers. After
overcoming extreme deprivacion and violence as children, they educated
themselves and worked as journalists for the tabloid publications Dmm
and Golden City Post. They we.re both eventually forced iurn exile by the
incteasingly repressivr policies of the apartheid regime. Mathabane chronicles hi~ remarkable rise from the squalor and violence of the black township
of 1\Jexandra to pursue university $rudies (through a tennis scholarshipl in
the United 5rates. All three writers bear graphic witness to the horrors
of ra~ist oppression even as they each narrate che story of spectacular individual triumph.
A number of white writers provide a different perspective regarding aparrheid. In Boyhood, Coetzee remembers growi[lg up as a ,.,hire boy in ,. small
provim:ial rown. Rian Malari's My Traitor's Heart (1990) is, in part, an
investigative expose of the vo!atiliry and violence that plagued South Africa
in the late 1980s and early 1990s, on che verge of the formal dismantling of
thr J.partht>id srate. The book is also aurobiogr:iph.ical, chruniding the lite
and times of a conscientious white South African who had left the country in
order rn disavow its racist government. Disillusioned by life in exile, Malan
rerurns home in order ro confronc the racist legacy of his own family .
Whether implicitly or explicitly, many of the male writers thus
summarized (mo.st nor., bly Sophia town writers) arc concerned with appropriate
forms of masculinity in the contexr of oppression and violence. The experience of oppression takes the form of emasculation. Women writers crmtest
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this male n.i.rr:itive of individual tri.umph and retrieval of manhood by documenting the experience of oppression from rhe perspective of women.
Published in 197;. A Dakar Childhood presents the autobiography of an
ordinary woman in postco!onial Senegal. Part of a pioueering generation of
educated women, Nafissatou Diallo was a successful working mother at che
time of the autobiography. Even as she retraces the steps that led her to a
successful profes~ional middle-class life. she appears rn larnem the passing of
the traditional Senegalese society. Following in Di;illo's footsteps, anothcr
Senegal woman, Marietou M'baye, published the novd The Abandoned
Baobab in I 9 8 1. W ri rren under the pseudonym Ken Bugul, the nove! chronicles the misadventures (but also the eventual redemption) of an assimilated
African woman selected for a prestigious academic scholarship in Belgium.
Dangarernbga's Nervous Conditions ( I 9!18) unfolds in the highly volatile
poliry of colonial Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) berween the mid-r96os and the
early 1970s. During that period, a minority white regime had dedared
tnciependence from Britain, provoking violent resistance from the disenfrJnchised and dispossessed black majoriry. The novel tells the story of T ambu's
(the narrator-protagonist's) apparently successful formation. Growing up
in ahiect poverry in rural Rhodesia, under the authoriry of a domineering
and sexist father, she remains determined to attenJ school. Subsequently, she
moves to the city in order to be provided an education by an authoritarian
and equally sexist henefactor, her uncle Babamukuru. The novel presents a
narrative of (at least partial) rriumph; it appears w cell the !.tory of how
l'ambu and snme of the women in her life (in particular her aunt Lucia)
escape being trapped by "the povef[)' of blackness on one side and the weight
of woman hood on the rn:her." 7
In an important study of rhe Dildu11gsrom,m in European culture, Fran.:o
Morem argues thar the genre codified a nt'.w paradigm under which, for tne
first time, youth came to constitute "the most meaningfu I part of life." 8 The
protagonist in the eighrecnrh and nineteenth century European Bild1mgsrom,m
was invariably a young man; hi5 youthfulness was a decisive condition of
formation. In relatively stable societies, youth is bur the unremarkable and
invisible prelude to marure adulthood: ~ Each individual's youth faithfully
repeats thar of his forebears, introducing him 10 a role that lives on
unch.mgcd: it is a 'pre-scribed' youth" (p. 4 ). However, Lil periods of radical
transformation and sot.:ial upheaval, youth takes cemer stage, supplanting
adulthood. The eighteenth and nineteenth .::enturies were a period of radical
social transformJtion in Europe. Due to modernization, indusrrialization,
urb,mizarion, secularization, democratization, and so on, rradirional values
were dramatical!y bctng ca~t aside\ It was a period of signiiicant progress,
but also upheaval and uncertainty, as Europe marched into modernity, "but
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without possessing a culture of modernity."~ In thar conteXT, Moreni asserts
that youth achieved "symbolic ceouality aad me 'great narrative' of the
Bildungsroman comes inro being ... because: Europe has to arrach a meaning:,
not so much to yourh, as to modernity." "Youth," he concludes, ;, is, so to
speak, modernity's 'essence,' the sign of a world that seeks its meaniug in the
0
{I1ture rather than in the past.'' ' Although Moretti addresses the historical
European origins of rhe genre. his arguments apply with uncanny precision to
the hiscnrical rise of the Bildrmgsroma11 in Africa. Like its European forebear.
the emergence of the African Bildrmgsroman coincided with a period of
radical cransformation and social upheaval when, in the wake of colonialism,
the rradirional ways of being were seriously undermined, if not forever
transformed. Like its Europe,m coumerpart, the African Bild1mgsroman
focuses on the formation of young protagonists in an uncertain world. ln a
sense, the genre mark5 the death of the father as a symbol of stable, unqur;stioned, rraditional aurhoriry. As V. Y. Mudimbe contends, "[t]he father is
tradition. He is what came before, and he incamarcs the law of survival aud
the sign of the future. He thus enjoins: Fear not, son, this is the past of our
people." Mudimbc underlines the weight of patriarchal authority: ··The
father's autobiography here becomes a kind of history. His word is a~corded
a permanence that follows us from place to place and across the years. It
becomes the memory of the world. Hence the burden of rhe generations that is
conveyed in the pbrase, 'I am your fathcr."'TI
With its focus on youth, the African Bildungsronum illustrates how, in
the wake of colonialism, the father's authority is irreversibly undermined.
In Ngugi's Weep Not, Child, for instance, the protagonist's father, Ngotho,
purpon:s to exercise parriarchal domination over his household. But colonial
dispossession has compromised his traditional authoriry; For all his masculine bluster, he has been transformed into a landless and impoverished perry
laborer for a white settler. The future of Gikuyu society belougs not to
Ngotho and the static uaditional values he embodies, bnt rather to his son,
Njorogc: the young son who, at the instiW<Jtion of his mother, opts to seek
new values in Western education. Similarly, in Dangarembga's Nervous
Conditions, Babamukuru ("the big father") seeks to rejgn uninterrupted as
the patriarch of his extended rraditiunal famil}' in late colonial Rhodesir.1.
But he finds himself iucreasingly unable to control the women in his life:
his wife Ma iguru (who afrer a Ii fe of submission comes to demand greater say
in the runnmg of the family), his sister-in-law, Lucia (an illiterate village
pursue a
wom,rn who consistently defies Babamukurn before opting
Western education in the ciry), Nyasha (Babamukuru's detiant and rebellious
young daughter), and Tambu (the young, initially naive :md docile narratorprotagonist wbo, however, eventually comes to reject her uncle's values).
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Even as he looks back nostalgically to a past in which daughters- and wivesdid not talk back to their farhers, the future has passed Babamukuru by; it
now belongs to the likes of Tambu, Ny:isha, Maiguru, and Lucia,
Laye's The African Child tells the story uf a young man who opts to pursue
a c<Jlonial education in France, thereby rejecting the ways of his father. TI1e
narrative concludes withouc esra.blishing a definite future for its narratorproragonist, but it is dear mat he will not be heir to his lather's traditional
throne. The book unfolds as a nosralgi..: homage to a rejected rradition; a
remembrance, so to spi:>ak, of things past. But the narrator-protagonist falls
shon of even mis limited goal. While he claim> to remember various rituals in
broad outline, he forgets and/or does not understand important details
because, as he dramatically exclaims, "I left my farher's house too soon"
(p. n). Elsewhere in the narrative, he pleads ignorance regarding the significance of a particular cnstom: "l was not old enough or curious enough to ask
my elders and betters, and when finally l wanted to do so, I had left Africa
behind" (p. 4 5 ). The narraror-protagon ist', formnlation suggestS that what
is being left behind is as much a cultural identity and a way of being in the
world as a geographical entity. Although the narrator-protagonist claims not
to know the significance of cen:ain tradirional practices, he nevertheless
attributes to them secret meanings kept in "the ancestral depths of hcan
and memory.'' Such remarks have provoked charges of essentialism and
exoricism in Laye's depiction of Africa.
Morerti's msighrs extend beyond the Bildungsrom.111 tu apply, wirh
some modification, to autobiographies. Although they would seem to be
adult narratives, autobiographies invariably look back to me formutive
day$ of yoiith. In the African context, autobiographies - as much a~
Bild1mgsromane - seem to enact, at least in some measure, the rebellion of
the youth Jgainst born pre~colonial and colonial tradition. Many autobiographies depict a young protagonist reiecting or outgrowing the law of the
father; whether the father is understood figuratively as the cusmdian of
tradition or literaliy as a biological entity in a panicular patriarchal serring.
In the three black Sourh African autobiographies, for instance, the traditional
patriarchal authority of fathers has been severely compromised by me deprivations of Jparch.eid. Mphahlele, Modisane, and Matha bane variously record
bow their respective fathers became violent drunks while pathetically trying
to retain the semblance of control wirhin their households, despite being
emasculated by the oppression they suffered as blacks in a racist polity.
Even as they empathize with their fathers' humiliations, sufferings, rnd deaths
under apartheid, the three writers come resolutely to distance thtmselves
from the traditional values these men stood for. The furure of South Africa
lies in the hands of the young, not their diseased and dying fathers. As
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Matha bane exp!ains, "Kaffir Bay is also abour how, in order to escape lrom
rht: clutches of apartheid, ( had to reject the tribal uaditions of my ancestors."'' 1n m.rny respects. My Traitor's Heart re preseuts Malan 's tortured
effort to exorcise the ghosts of his racist forebears. From me other side of the
apartheid divide, the son rejects the law of the racist father.
In his foundational study, Lejeune proposes, at least initially, a rather rigid
but nevertheless instructive dcfiniuon of auwhiography: "re1Tospective prose
narrative written by a real person concerning his own existence, where the
focus is his individual life, in particular the .story of his persona ]icy," ' 3
Autobiographies derive their fundamental authority from the evidence of
persuna! experience. The inaugural slave narrarive, Eq11it1no, presents a
paradigmatic example. from the outset, the aur.hor is at pains to emphasize
that the book is a true account writlen by a real person concerning his
existence. The te:-..-r's full title is, The lnterestillg Narrative of the Life of
Ofaudah E.quiiJ.no or Gustat'£15 Vassa, the African, Written hy Himself.
Equiano conspicuously designates himsdf .!..Il African as well as the author.
As pan of what Lejeune terms the '"autobiographical pact" with readers, 14
Equiano per£orm5 an elabMate process of self-credentialization and authentication. The text opens with an explanatory preface addressed to the Brirish
Parliament. Equia no intends to debunk the instirution of slavery and lobby
for its abolition by providing personal testimony about its horrors. The preface prefigures a narrative detailing his forced removal from me idyllic
Africa11 village of his binh, his horrific suffering during transit to the New
World and in slavery, his indefatigable will to survive, l1is dogged efforts to
become literate despite formidable odds, his skill and industry as a seaman in
the face of a racist universe, his determinJ.tion to secure freedom despite the
treachery of various masters, his Christian conversion, and, finally. his emergence as a vocal leader against slavery. Equiano concludes by reiterating the
veracity of an account that was "wrinen by one who wa~ as unwilling as
unable to adorn the plainness of umh by rhe colouring of imagination." 1 ' In a
gesture at once self-effacing and self-authenticating, he msist.~ on a radical
separation between fiction and autobiography, humbly classifying his work
as the latter and not the forrner.
Although not nearly as explicit and elaborate as Equiano, more recenr
African autobiographers also seem to rely on a similar authoricy of authentic
elCperience. Diallo begins her autobiography with a foreword presenting
readers her credentials: ·•I am nor the heroine of a novel but an ordinary
woman of rhis country, Senegal: a mother and workiog woman~• a midwife
and a child-welfare nurse." ' 6 Mm:h like Eqt1iano, she is at pains to emphasize
Lhe literal uuthfulness of her a..:count as well as her ordinarine-ss. She asserts
mat she wa.s motivated to rewrd tht' mtmories of her ,hildhood and
l.Ol.
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adolescence in me face of radical social change: "Senegal has changed in a
generation. Perhap5 it is worth reminding to<lay's youngsrers what we wae
like when we were their age" (p . ix). Under rhr guise of merely narrating one
ordinary wnman's life story. Diallo ex:presses nusralgia for a world gone by.
Much like Equiano's detailed personal testimony against the instimtion of
slavery, Mphahlele's Duwn Second Auenue, ,\.-fodisane's Blame Me un
History and Marhabane's Ka/fir Boy all rely on the authority of personal
ex:pcrience to critique apanheid. Born in me txm:mely deprived black townships of Sophiatown and Alexandra, the three writers bear first-hand witness
to the injustices and hypocrisies of rncial segregation and discrimination .
They debunk the myrh propounded by the apartheid stare of separate bnt
equal development among South African racial group&. Through the example
of their remarkable successes as writers, intellectuals, and journalists, they
bear witness to the courage and humanity of black South Africans m genaal.
Their texts derive ultimate authority from the fact that the wrenching a11d
heroic accounts they provide are nor simply literally true but aha personally
experienced.
Both autobiographies and Bildungsmmane enact a reversal of the linear
progression of time. Autobiographies enact this rever~al quite explicitly. Part
of the "aut0biographical pact,'' Lejeune argue~, is the proposal by an author
to present the reader with a "discourse on the sdf ... in which the question
'who am I?' is answered by a 111Jrr<1ti11e that td!s 'how I bcca me who I am."'''
Thus, for ex:arnple, we turn to the autobiographies of Coetzee and Soyinka m
a bid to unden,tand how they became rwo of the most accomplisheJ and
enigmatic African writers. As readers we seek each writer's primal moment(s),
that is, rhe decisive event \or series of events) back in time chat account for the
prodigious literary talent we 110w confront. Coerzee and Soyinka oblige our
reader!y expectations by remembering, for our benefit, various scenes from
meir early childhood. In the.se recollection~, the question "who am 1 now?"
comes to pn:n:de and determme the question "wb.o was I then?"; the latter
exists. largely as a memory (or consrrucrion) of the former. Putatively umemarkable childhooJ incidents and tendencies become meaningful only in the
wake of remarkable future careers. We are reassured to learn that even as a
young child, Soyinka displayed ample intellectual coriosity, and mat he
sought tu attend school and an:ain literacy at an impossibly young age. We
learn about an irrepressible spirit of curiosity tbat drove him, despite the
threat of violem punishment by his father Essay, to follow a marching band to
che seat of colonial power in Yorubaland . With the benefit of hindsight,
Soyinka defines that visit as singularly imporranr: ~ At the back of my
mind ... was a feeling mat l had somehow been the cause of the excitement
of the previous night and had, in some way, become markedly different frnrn
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l'lhatever I was before the march. " 18 Subst-quently, Soyinka remembers how,
as a young child, incapable of fully understanding the political import of the
events in question, he was nevermdess a keen observer of the stirrings of anncolonia! narionalism. Significantly, these events involve yec one more march,
this time in the form of a protest led by market women, to the seat of colonial
power. If, in his future, Soyinka was destined to become a fully conscious
parocipant-observer who would document and protest the worst excesses of
postcolonial African dictatorships, then that fa ..-r owes somethmg to his
childhood impulses - or so it retrospectively appears.
In Boyhood (as well as in the sequel Youth), Coerzee's pacr with the reader
is to provide some account of how he became who he is. As readers, we know
Coetzee to be a superior literary talent, an extraordinarily learned intellectual,
a vocal critic of oppressive regimes including the apartheid state and a restless
thinker on questions of ethics. We are therefore interested to learn that he was
born to a mixed family (with an English mother and an Afrikaner father), just
as apartheid was being consolidated as the official state ideology. To what
extent does the vexed double identity account for future literary complexity?
We learn that, even as a young child in provincial Suurh Africa, Coetzee was
an intelligent high-achieving student and that the furure anti-apan:heid critic
displayed intellectual curiosity and a connarian spirit from his earliest days.
At a time when the adults arounJ him were uncriti..:ally reproducing the
1•irulent anti-communism of the apartheid state, Coetzee embraced Russia.
Even though the specific terms of that embrace appear naive in hindsight - he
liked the sound of the lercer R - it points to 1 future nonconformism. We learn
that, despite being unable to an:iculate a coherem or consistent anti-racism,
the young Coetzee distanced himself, almost instinctively, from the supremacy and prtjudices of the adults around him. The seeds of his complex
and unsettling ethical formation were seemingly sown early in the unlike!)'
provincial scene of Worcester.
[nsuuctively, primal .,cenes only attain primacy retrospectively, that is, in
the time of furure anterior. As Christopher Craft suggcsn;, primal scenes
invariably refer back to events that may or may not have happened in fa1..,.
If such events indeed happened, he continue.<i, they were not and cou!d not
have been experienced as primal in the immediacy of their actual occurrence.
Such designation could only take place well after the fact.'" It is only well after
the fact - as an accomplished writer remembering his childhood - that
Soyinka can claim that an accidental march to the se:u of colonial power
had, somehow, fundamentally altered the course of his Llfc. Sim'ilarly, it is
only well after the fact - as a passionate anti-slavery campaigner - that
Equiano posits the fust few years of his life in Africa as formative. In a recent
biography, Vincent Carretta challenges the historical basis of rhese claims.
204
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He uncovers rwo archival sources (voluntary statements made by Equiann
afrer emancipation; suggesting mat Equia.no may in fact have been born in
South Carolina.~ 0 He also suggest5 that Equiano's descriprions of Africa
suspiciously reproduce contemporary anthropological commonplaces. What
is the status of aurobiography if some of its founding claims may nor
have happened in fact:' What would it mean to concede mat me foundational
anti-slavery text was to a large extent a work of imagination, rather than
memory?
Modisane's Blame Me uri History posits mree moments of primal significance. These include his father's humiliation by a racist police officer, his
own subsequent humiliation while working as a messenger, and the violent
destruction of Sophia town by the apartheid sea te. From the vantage point of a
triumphant present, these moments are endowed with a narrarive significance
and coherence they may not have had originally. Modisane claims these
traumatic events helped shape his future militancy and determination.
Growing up io a tradilional patriarchal family, Modisant had come to
think of his father as an omnipotent authoriry. He was therefore shocked to
wimess his father groveling pathetically before an arrogant white officer
while desperately seeking to evade arrest for living in Sophia town in contravention of apartheid law. Modisane was outraged by the racism that justified
his father's oppression. But he was also driven by this episode to call into
question the father's oppressive power in the life of the family. Subsicquently,
as a middle-aged reporter, Modis3ne witnesses at first hand the violent
destruction of Sophiatown by the apartheid state. For all its extreme poverry,
deprivation, and violence, Sophia town provided residents with a community
of survival until its r 9 58 destructioo. Modisane remembers the forced dislocation of thousands nf di~possesstd blacks to even more deprived rural
"homelands" as a defining traumatic event: "Sumething m me died, a piece of
me died, with the dying of Sophiatown.":r Significantly, the autobiography
begins with the desrmcrion ofSopb.iatown, before going back in tune to detail
the circumstances of his childhood, and then forward in time to indu<le the
story of his final escape and exile.
Modisane also.remembers the scene of his own humiliari on: When working
as a messenger, he was required to use the back door reserved for k<1ffirs (a
term of contempt for indigenous Ah-icans). Writing many years afrer the fact,
he contends that this episode had been defirnng: "I wanted to rise above the
messenger bicycle and the back door; what I did not realize was that I wonld
never, in South Africa, be able to rise above the limitation imposed on me by
my colour, more eloquently articulated by Dr. Verwoerd: Natives should not
be all owed to rise above certain levels of labour" (p. 8 I). There wlluld seem to
be an instrucrive discrepancy between "memory" and "history"; Verwoerd's

offensive speech occurred "in fact" seven years after the event (Modis;rne',
epiphany) it is reported to haw provokeJ. I am interested less in calling
Modisane's credibility into yuestion than underscoring. the anreriorit)' of me
future in relation ro the putative past in autobiographical Jiscourse.
Unlike aurobiographier,, Bildimgsromane seem to enact th.-:: reversal oi
linear temporality implicitly. Bugul's story in The Abandoned Baobab may
be illustrative in this regard. She begins htr life (her ·•prehistory" in the
narrator's terms) in Ndoucoumane, a ficrional rraditional village, the authority of which is symbolized by a resilient baobab tree. Sub5equently, she leaves
the village to attend r.he French school system in which she excels scholasrically. She is awarded a scholarship for further studies in Belgium. Her scholarship supposedly signals a new emerging spirit of cooperation between Africa
and irs ersrwhile European colonizers. Despite having rather uocriticallr
assimilated colonial values, Ken Bugul quickly feels out uf place and margin·
alized as a black Muslim woman in an exdusionary and exploitarive society.
Her study plans go awry as she apparently surrenders to a life of drinking,
drugs, and debauchery. On the verge of self.destruction, she learns important
mural lessons outside the formal school system, eventnally opting to go back
borne. The bulk of me novel i5 taken up by seemingly random acconnts of
drunkenness and debauchery. These incidents become meaningful, retrospectively, in terms of Ken's belated Bi/dung at the eud of tht- novel.
The retrospective logic of Bild1mgsromrJne becomes readily apparent in
Dangarembga's fictional autobiography, Nen,ous Conditions. In a puinred
address to unidentified furure readers, the narrator-protagonist, Tambu,
seeks to establish a furn distinction between her present, fully-formed identity
and her old, naive, self: "At the rime though - and you must remember that
I was very young then, very young and correct in my desire to admire and
defer to all the sup1:rior people I found ar the mission - at that time I liked
missi,maries" (p. 103 ). She goes on repeatedly to reiterate h,w,· she was young
then, many years removed from the narrative present. Though she does not
say how old she now is, she is no longer young. In this rnntext, youth denote.,
less a particular age than a stare of naivety or "pre-formarion." Then, unlike
now, she did nor question such things as me existeucc of Go<l. Then, unlike
now, she was not "concerned that freedom fighters were referred to as
terronsts" (p. r55). Then, unlike nuw, she was on the wrong side of
Rhodesian history and p0u tics - the side of the missionaries and colonialists.
Remarkably, Tam bu declines to specify the narrative "oow," on the basis of
which she retrospectively purports to recount the inadequacies :mclnaivery of
her former self. The future remains a mystery, even though it comes befort'
and determines a particolar version of the past. She docs not disclose where
she is, whar she is doing, or indeed when now is.
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I have emphasized the fan that Bild1mgsroman and autobiography marked
the demise of the symbolic authority of the father in the colonial and postcolonial African imagination. Even texts that would seem to honor the father
emerge, on closer 5nutiny, to mark his passing. Diallo concludes A Dakar
Childhood by paying homage to her father. But she pays belated tribute to a
dead man on the eve of her departure from Senegal to France. In The
A.b,wdoned Baobab, a chastened Ken Bugul returns home and prostrates
henelf before the symbolic authority of the father. But she bows before a now
wirbered baobab tree. In short, African autobiographies and Bildungsromane
seem to portray an important milestone: the decisive transfer of authoriry
from fathers to their sons and daughters. Although the youth rises up to take
charge from its fathers, the future it projecrs is neither certain nor triumphant.
Thus, for instance, Laye's The African Child concludes with aa image of
the narrator-protagonist dutd1ing a map that wil! help him confront an
unknown and uncertain fate in France. More ominously, Ngugi's Wi:ep
Not, Child concludes with N1oroge disillusioned, his vision for communal
salvation through Western education defeated, his community ravaged by
violence. Nyasha, one of the youth rebels in Nervo11s Conditions is, at the
conclusion of rbe novel, afflicted by both anoreioa and a nervous breakdown.
ln short, chese texts seem to depict colonial and pDstcolDnial African worlds
as societies in uncenain transition. They bring to mind Antonio Gramsci's
famous diagnosis of moments of transition: "The old is dying and the new
cannot be bom; in this interregnum there arises a great diversity of morbid
symptoms."u
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